Robin Rambdle

Lucy Bellwood: I pressed the button! Patrons! Hello. It is I, your Intrepid Moving-to-California Friend Lucy Bellwood. I'm doing something weird because the reminder just cropped up on my phone that I was supposed to record a Ramble today, and I have stopped off for the morning in San Francisco to sit at a distance in a park with my friend, Robin, who is across the table from me.
Robin Rendle: Hallo.
Lucy Bellwood: Robin had this idea that he wanted to make a mini podcast where two or three or six or 10 people get together and yell excitedly at each other about cool websites that they have seen on the internet that week or fortnight or month.
And instead of faffing around, trying to figure out whether or not that would be a viable idea, I thought, why not just put the phone on the table and record whatever conversation ensued, and then that can be the Ramble. And then I'll have one less thing to do! This is very self-serving, but hopefully also useful. I'm going to stop snapping my silly putty cause it's probably distracting. Robin. Good morning. 
Robin Rendle: Good morning. 
Lucy Bellwood: Websites. 
Robin Rendle: Wobsites. 
Lucy Bellwood: Wibsits.  (laughter) Wibsits. What are they? 
Robin Rendle: How do you make 'em? 
Lucy Bellwood: How do you make them?
Robin Rendle: How do you bake 'em?
 (laughter) 
Lucy Bellwood: Okay, so, Robin: you have seen his name on Patreon before because he very kindly helped me design the website for The Right Number, which was my introduction to learning some things that websites can and can't do. And subsequently after making that website together, we have had a lot of conversations about this. Robin builds things on the internet for a living so he knows things about this stuff. I don't really know things about this stuff, but I do know things about comics and we've been doing a lot of sending each other good websites recently or baffling websites. What is the best website you've seen of late?
Robin Rendle: There was that website you sent me, The Schemas of Uncertainty.
Lucy Bellwood: Which was somebody's Master's project?
Robin Rendle: I think so? 
Lucy Bellwood: It was an academic. Research. Thing.
Robin Rendle: Yes. But the thing I really like about it is on the homepage there's this wild animation, where it is, everything is shifting like an ocean. It's an ocean of text. And that's this red color that flashes through the text. We've been sending each other a lot of messages around blogs, specifically, and how to navigate someone's thoughts. And a lot of blogs are just reverse chron, where it's like "This is the most recent thing I've written" and you just have an endless archive of stuff. I've been thinking a lot about how to navigate someone's mind through blog form for some time. 
Lucy Bellwood: Mm yeah!
Robin Rendle: And I just liked the difficulty of not being able to read this thing.  I have to try to click through this? Or what is this? 
Lucy Bellwood: Yeah. It's not immediately clear. When you encounter something like that, do you immediately open your developer tools and go to view source? And you're like, how did they, how I need to know. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. I, no, if... it depends, I guess. In that instance, yes. The first thing was inspect element and look at how they made it. And it was really weirdly built. Most of the time, I just want to try and put my hands in my pockets and just read it.
Lucy Bellwood: Right. 
Robin Rendle: And if the story is good enough, or if the format is interesting enough, I'll do a pass first where I just read it. And then afterwards I'll be like, okay, how did they build this? Why did they build it? Who is this person? Where are they? Can we be best friends? Tell me everything.  (laughter) Be my dad. I guess I always like it when you come to someone's website and it is weird and difficult. A lot of websites, specifically in the Bay area, by folks who are like--and my website is this--which is, hi, my name is blah. Here's what I do. Here's everything. And I really like things where it just jumps right in the middle.  
Lucy Bellwood: I talk about Christina Tran all the time on Patreon and in my Rambles, and I feel like her web presence is a thing that I really love because it is a mixture of things. She calls her blog a Record of My Becoming, and I think her website  (laughter) is deeply true. This gorgeous cascade of differently color-coded and -oriented bits of text that describe various roles that she's held throughout her career. And I think this is echoed in her Twine blog Lighthouse, which I've talked about all the time. A Twine game is one way to navigate somebody's thoughts. That's nonlinear. There's also that app that I was super hot for a while ago called The Brain. 
Robin Rendle: I don't remember this.
Lucy Bellwood: We must have talked about this, no? I went down this really intense rabbit hole. It's basically like mind mapping software. 
Robin Rendle: Oh, yes. Sorry sorry sorry.
Lucy Bellwood: And I built that weird labyrinth full of stuff. And my friend Tara was playing with it for a project that she was working on and she actually just wrote this absolutely wonderful essay slash blog post about how to tell when a project is not a Project. Trying to learn to listen to herself when she's like I'm doing this thing, the Such and Such Project and every time she goes to work on it, it makes her miserable. And not paying attention to that instinct until one day she was like, what happens if I just drop the word Project from this? And then suddenly it became pleasurable again. We were talking about what a struggle it is to just try to know when it's hard because you're doing something worth doing, and when it's hard because you're going in the wrong direction. That's a thing I've talked about, I'm sure, on Patreon before that I also feel applies to other areas of my life, which is not being able to tell the difference between (sigh)  "If it tastes bad, it must be good for you." 
Robin Rendle: Mm yes.  
Lucy Bellwood: And I think this applies to websites, right? If this is difficult for me to navigate, is it difficult because it is poorly designed, like for example, eBay,  (laughter) which is so bad! I've never sold anything on eBay, but before packing everything up I was trying to get rid of some old stuff and I was suddenly made aware of how good a lot of the other things that I use are, because here I was on eBay being like, how do I, what? I-- I just wanna delete my listing! 
Robin Rendle:  You're never going to open up a website and be like, "I love how usable this is!" You're only going to describe everything you hate about it. 
Lucy Bellwood: Right! So the difficulty that you're talking about is not-- 
Robin Rendle:  It's different. 
Lucy Bellwood: It's not that this is poorly designed. It's that there are layers. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. 
Lucy Bellwood: Which is tricky, right? Because if you had asked me-- and I have given this advice to people before around " what should you have on your website if you're a cartoonist?" And so often  the number one thing that I'm yelling at people about is where's your goddamn email?  I want to hire you. You're good, but all you have is a Tumblr page and I'm not going to send you Tumblr mail to hire you for a job for my magazine. Put your email in your bio or make it easy for me to understand that you do this kind of work and you are available for hire.
And I think that's the question of the personal and professional divide on websites is, sure, if you're a designer, you need the site that's like I'm Robin, I live in San Francisco. I build websites. You can hire me. Here's my email address, bye. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. 
Lucy Bellwood: But then. The notion that you could have more than one space and that one of those spaces could be weirder...
Robin Rendle: Yes. So I treat, I just realized I treat web design like a mullet. Business in the front party in the back.  (laughter)  As a proud mullet owner...  I think yes,  with a personal site, you do need some kind of hello, that's like a handshake. There's like a good morning. I am [blah]. But then the way I treat my own site is the, with some of the things, it is weird and there's no handshake and it dives straight in. And so you get the best of both worlds. Your website doesn't have to be one thing. 
Lucy Bellwood: This is something that I've tried to remind myself that even without a lot of technical know-how, I can still make a page on my WordPress site that isn't linked directly from the menu. And I realized there's actually still a bunch of legacy pages on my site that are up from when I was in college and  doing a ton of bookbinding or making  weird Artist's Books. And there's a whole archive of that stuff that, if you go to, Lucy Bellwood dot com slash artists books or whatever, the page is still there.
I didn't take it down or deactivate it or whatever it is. And that's what you've done with some of your essays. I don't think I've talked about this on Patreon yet, but the most recent thing that Robin put out  was this like weird hybrid click clack, internet essay about blogs and newsletters and the discrepancy between them and why it's all gone a bit sideways.
And it was illustrated with these excellent vintage, engraved, wood cutty type illustrations, which were very fun. And you found that actual picture of me in the archive, which is so weird. It's a strange little ocean woman with weird shoes. 
Robin Rendle: Admiral Bellwood. 
Lucy Bellwood: Makes a cameo appearance, but yeah, I think the thing that we both keep coming back to about newsletters is that-- because you have one, that you've run for... how long have you been running Adventures? 
Robin Rendle: I think just since I moved here so, five years ago? 
Lucy Bellwood: And Adventures in Typography is... 
Robin Rendle: It is a place where I rant about fonts, simply put. 
Lucy Bellwood: Enthuse, rather than rant.
Robin Rendle: Yes. I am enthused. A lot of writing about typography is very dry and dull and boring and very scientific, almost? It reads like you're reading a dissertation and it's very intimidating. I wanted to describe the way that type designers would describe fonts to me. They'd be like, "Ooh, look at this!"
Lucy Bellwood: Okay. This is my beef with scientists.  (laughter) Let me tell you about scientists. When I went on the big oceanographic research vessel trip that I did in 2017,  as an artist in residence, on the vessel, you get access to the abstract or the project proposals that the science team have submitted, so that you have a sense of what kind of science projects you're supposed to be making sense of.
Robin Rendle: Okay. 
Lucy Bellwood: And I read these briefs. They were not brief nor were they particularly clear nor were they particularly...  The trouble with science writing is that it is designed to try and be objective. And therefore objective often means "strip every piece of character out of this, because it is a form of editorializing." And I understand that within the field, I get it, but it was so shockingly striking to me where I was hearing from these scientists who were, in person, so passionate about what they were doing. So funny, so interesting, so experienced. Pointing at things and going "Look at this! Wow." Joyce literally had a silk track jacket that had been custom printed for her with the 3d mapping array that she had helped work on for some seamount, which I think is so cool. Okay. Anyway, but you would read their writing and it would be like, where is this person? This person is not present in the writing that I am reading about this project and the writing doesn't accurately capture, for a lay audience or possibly even for a fellow scientist audience, the enthusiasm and tenacity and excitement of the people who are doing the work. 
Robin Rendle: Yes.  
I think we've complained about just general writing and I don't think it's just down to scientific writing, it's writing on personal websites, it's kind of like LinkedIn language.
Lucy Bellwood: Or dating profile language . It's the same five words. 
Robin Rendle: No one's ever said this before, but I love to travel.  (laughter) I love to travel. I love ale. 
Lucy Bellwood: I love the great outdoors, gettin' a brew with my dog. 
Robin Rendle: Sometimes I'm competitive! I'll say it. 
Lucy Bellwood: Here's a photo of me with a fish. 
 (laughter) Really the hybrid mashup would be to take the most common inexplicable man photos from online dating and the most common lady photos from online dating and mash them up. So you're doing dancer pose at sunset on a beach, but you're holding a fish.  (laughter) Or... I don't know what the inverse of that is. 
Robin Rendle: I feel like within five minutes, we're going to make holding a fish an analogy or a metaphor or something, and it's going to be about blogging... Wait, actually, no hold your fish. 
Lucy Bellwood: Let's talk about Robin Sloan's tap essay, Fish,  (laughter) Like every other Ramble that I ever published, it's all I talk about is like, "Hey, do you know this thing? I love this thing. It's a good thing." Okay. Wait, let's go back to talking about difficult websites though, and making weird things.  So Adventures in Typography, I really love, because I am not a designer. I'm not a typography person, but what I am really drawn to in the things that I consume on the internet, is people pointing to a thing and encouraging me to notice something that I would not have noticed before. To pay greater attention to things.
Zina always notices stickers. Slap tagged stickers, like street art. And before we lived together or before we walked around Portland together, it was something that I was kind of aware of ambiently but didn't really know things about. And after walking around the city with her, we'd be passing a light post or whatever, and she'd be like, "Oh, that's a GATS."
And I'm like, "it's a what?" And she's like, "GATS, the artist who makes these stickers". And there's no signature, it's just a secret handshake. And it's the best. It's like geocacheing or something, because once you know to look for it, then you're in another city, you're in another part of the world and you see that tag and you're like, "Holy shit, this person was here doing something creative."
I love Adventures for that reason, because it's you just being like, "look at this fucking ampersand, look at it!"  (laughter) And I learn things and I look at things differently because of that. I guess that's a good thing about newsletters is that it's like a quick direct hit of something that could be like, Here's something to notice, look at this thing!
And they're short and I love them because they're not... (sigh)  it's a thing I'm starting to grow weary of is like fractal content online? Where it's like, here's a newsletter, that's a link to 10 other newsletters. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. 
Lucy Bellwood: And each of those newsletters links to 10 other newsletters and there's no end point. Whereas Christina's blog, Lighthouse, has a button. There is an ending, you reach an ending actually fairly frequently. And it says, this is the end. I would encourage you to play attention. She calls it, stand up, take a breath, look around and be like, do I want to be on the internet right now? Maybe take a walk.
Robin Rendle: Yes. 
Lucy Bellwood: And each installment of Adventures is  generally two to three paragraphs long, there's some pictures to look at and then you're done! And you link to the relevant content that's like, here's the type Foundry, if you want to look at the font website. 
Robin Rendle: Yeah. 
Lucy Bellwood: But it's not a long read.
Robin Rendle: Yeah. I think this is the problem in general with web design . The problem with websites is that they're just endlessly linked to, to, I don't know how to describe this, but you need to create these borders around the thing. You need to create edges, very clear edges. And the thing I like about, going back to Newsletters, is that with a lot of websites, they have a million links in the footer. And they're always trying to grab your attention. And with that, I wanted to just get, it's probably not a good thing for my own  personal brand, but it just ends, it just stops. There's just black space.
Lucy Bellwood: Prior to that, there's a photo of a man disappearing into a Victorian street that says "now go away."  (laughter) So I think the next steps, the call to action, is pretty clear. And in that sense, it is a very successful piece of design. 
Robin Rendle: But  I find myself not even surfing the web, but just drowning in it, where there's just too much and you don't know where to start and you don't know where it ends. And I feel like a lot of newsletters are like that too. Where, like you said, they're listicles or they're essays and essays feel wrong for email.  A newsletter should be emailing your friend and saying, "look at this." And that enthusiasm is like lightning in a bottle. 
It's so rare. A lot of the time I notice myself, especially now with the quarantine and everything, I just don't have enough focus. My focus is so fractured. It's not like I don't have enough time. I have nothing but time, but it's more like I can't focus for long periods of time.
And so I'm, I want to be cognizant of that. I want to be aware of that. And with Adventures, I would just want it to be in and out. Hi, here's the thing. Bye. 
 (laughter) 
Lucy Bellwood: Even  the weird essay on your website is still something that's discrete. You can read it in not too long a period of time. But there's something formally interesting about it that I think means that it lodges in people's brains or it gets them thinking about something. And that's often what the websites that we've been sending to each other,  I would definitely credit our friendship with this, I'm ending up on a weirder corners of the web now that I know what I'm looking for.
Robin Rendle: You're welcome. 
Lucy Bellwood: Yeah. You are welcome. Welcome to this park that I own. In the city where you don't live, I own this... 
Robin Rendle: Welcome to our passive-aggressive podcast, You Are Very Welcome.  (laughter) 
Lucy Bellwood: Once you start stumbling into those corners, it opens up into more of itself. One minute you're looking at somebody's heritage potato breed  (laughter) website, and then they link to somebody else, and it's a mixture of new and old things.
Over the last 10 years of being online, I hear people my age or older than me talk about  The Old Web and the way that things used to be and all of the weird websites that there were. And sometimes, whether it's through The Internet Archive of the Wayback Machine or whatever, you stumble onto these vestiges of what that web was like. And it can seem exciting, but I feel like the thing I want to remember is that there are still people doing that. Not everybody has the same boring website.
There are people making weird internet shit, but as a cartoonist, I mean, this is what's weird about it, right? When you're like, Oh, we should make a podcast where we talk about cool websites we've seen. And I'm like, why would you have me on there? I'm curious about this stuff, I get excited about it, but, I would get excited about blenders if the right person pitched them to me.
Robin Rendle: One thing I hear in web design circles is " the web is not just for documents" and the thing that annoys-- I have a side rant about this, like your rant about science literature, which is: it took books hundreds of years to formalize into the things we know today as books. And there are still people making crazy, wild, completely beautiful, strange things with-- is it Kelli Anderson? Is it? 
Lucy Bellwood: Yep. 
Robin Rendle: She's experimenting with paper and she's using the same tools that could have worked a hundred years ago.  And with books, it took hundreds and hundreds of years for them to formalize. They were these gigantic tomes made with vellum and gold flourishing. They were basically designed for Kings and Queens, not for lay folk. There was hundreds and hundreds of years of argument about what a book is and how it works. And even today there's lots of different kinds of books. We just think of them all as books. 
Lucy Bellwood: Right. 
Robin Rendle: But we have not got to that stage with websites yet. There is this very formal "hi, my name is blah, this is what I do. Here's my social links." There is that. Yes, they have formalized in that sense, but we're still figuring this thing out . There was a website you sent me, which I've been thinking about a lot. I can't remember the name of it. It's the one where there's a map. 
Lucy Bellwood: Oh you're talking about J.R. Carpenter's thing. Yes. Okay. Yeah. So J.R. Carpenter is this person whose work that I read in connection with the Literature at Sea class that I was taking over the last couple of months. And she is  one of those fucking firecracker, interdisciplinary thinkers, who I fucking love all the time, never fails to get me going. She sits somewhere in the weird nebulous space between making Artist's Books and poetry and being in academia. And she's done a master's degree and is a teacher, but is also making zines and mailing them to people lo-fi off the internet. And  she is really interested in, specifically using historical maritime data points and texts, but playing with JavaScript in a way that  creates generative, shifting landscapes of text that people then read from. So we read her book, An Ocean of Static, which is kind of a static form, if you will, of the performance piece that she had originally written that involved these shifting websites.
So you can imagine a lot of these pieces involved, two actors standing on a stage, each holding an iPad and the iPad contains text, which is shifting out from under them as they try to read to each other in dialogue. 
Robin Rendle: That's amazing. 
Lucy Bellwood: So cool. Oh yeah. She's also in the theater realm too, which is the other part that my, my head loves. But a lot of her work is web-based , and I think I sent it to you and you tweeted it being like, what the fuck is this? 
Robin Rendle: So the website is, correct me if I'm wrong, but you load up this website and it is a map.  It is a treasure map where you scroll around these islands and when you click the islands, there's little bits of text that float to the side and they change to poems or.. . 
Lucy Bellwood: Yeah. It's like generative poetry basically is what she does. She codes these weird line structures that then pull from primary texts from history and use them to create generative poems. 
Robin Rendle: And this is going back to the whole, " books are formalized, but websites aren't and we're still figuring them out." When I say the word website, what's the first thing that comes to mind? 
Lucy Bellwood: We're in the middle of this conversation, so all I'm thinking of is I'm biased, but I'm just thinking about like designer intro websites, really. 
Robin Rendle: Yes, exactly. There is a big font at the top and then you scroll down and the font there is smaller. The font er is smaller, my Devonshire accent popped in for a second there to say hello. Be gone!  And it gets to the end and there's a footer with a bunch of links. Seeing this website, this map, you can scroll in all these different directions, it just feels like the web is this bigger place. Feels like you can explore a website, like you could explore a real life map. And just that ability to scroll around in that space, it felt so refreshing. It felt like not bits of content stacked together so you can scroll through them, but just playing with the form of a website. 
Lucy Bellwood:  This is something that web comics have been playing with and doing for a while. Randall Monroe has done this with XKCD a number of times. The comic that he did that was-- it was a comic that changed over time? Do you remember seeing this? 
Robin Rendle: No. 
Lucy Bellwood: Oh, it was genius and very complicated. He had updated XKCD, like usual with a single panel comic, but attentive readers started noticing that the page, that particular comic, was changing over time. He was uploading new images and there are websites that have conglomerate agglomerated aggregated, that's the word, aggromerated!  All of the--
Robin Rendle: Your Devonshire accent popped in for a second there.  (laughter) 
Lucy Bellwood: I don't know him. They conglomerated all of the  images and then they're in a player, so you can speed it up and watch it in real time. And it's an animation about two people in a post-apocalyptic world, moving through a landscape together and talking about life, but it was just very quietly updating in the background and people had to pay attention to it and notice it . So When I first went to Denmark to go teach at the comics program at The Animation Workshop,  the first class I was teaching was on web comics.  And I didn't really feel super qualified to teach that course because I have never had a web comic, but also I came up in comics at the time when they were kind of kicking off. And there were tons of examples--I just texted one of them to you, this enormous scrolling comic that Boulet made-- and I think a lot of them really did a great job of capturing that sense of exploration. Even though I never got into it, Homestuck did a lot of this too. Homestuck was kind of a game kind of a comic with animation mixed into it. Kind of like a weird secret society that people got really into... oh, you're scrolling. 
Robin Rendle: I'm scrolling.
Lucy Bellwood: You're scrolling. Save it to actually read it. 
Robin Rendle: Sorry. Sorry. 
Lucy Bellwood: Yeah, you should take your time to go through the whole thing cause it's magical. I remember getting that feeling from web comics, and I think one of the things that we have lost there is a standardized form for web comics in the same way that there is for basic designers' websites. And I think we're all suffering from that Jenny Odell thing the context collapse of every part of yourself that is visible online is supposed to be palatable to the widest possible range of people. 
Robin Rendle: Yeah. 
Lucy Bellwood: How do you think about when you are making things either for Adventures or for your own website... I feel like a lot of what makes your work in those spaces, I say successful in the loosest possible sense of--
Robin Rendle: No, I'm very successful. I'm embarassingly successful.
Lucy Bellwood: Sorry, Thought Leader Robin Rendle here today to tell you about the internet. Have you heard of it? It's gonna be big.  (laughter) But the thing that I think makes your work effective or enjoyable or whatever is that you are largely writing to and for yourself and that is an increasingly difficult thing to do online because there's this pressure to cater to everyone else. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. We've talked about this quite a lot with Twitter where you are very good at twitter.com 
Lucy Bellwood: Ugh, I don't feel like it.
Robin Rendle: Uh, hush. But I am not, and I don't know why that is. I think it is because the thing I really like about websites is you can turn analytics off. I try not to go in and check now. I should just delete them again. I did have analytics on for a long time and I deleted them and it felt like, Oh, this is a space for me. This is my bedroom. And I'm going to put this here. I can put that here. No, actually that's bad. I'm going to get rid of this and put this here. And then actually I don't like any of the fonts in this room I'll change all of it. I'll tear the house down and turn it inside out. And with Twitter, you are talking in a room with hundreds of thousands of people who are also screaming about stuff. And I noticed myself getting influenced by them. And so I'll be reading something political, I'll be reading something about web design or something technical or something poetic, and I will change who I am based on the voices I'm hearing in the room. But with my website, I don't. It's all me.
Lucy Bellwood: But you also, it's not like you have a singular tone, right?  You blog about politics, you blog about stuff you're reading, you're not scrunching to fit the limitation. That's something that I think we all subconsciously do is that I think in tweet length now, and when I go back and look at my online output, I'm like, Oh wow. At some point I learned Twitter syntax, you know? And there are certain jokes that I think only work on Twitter, just like there are certain jokes that only work in an Instagram story, or there's certain jokes that only work on my website. And it does bend you into a different dimension. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. 
Lucy Bellwood: To try to inhabit that space. 
Robin Rendle: I think that's important because I think a lot of writers, they see themselves as "I write about X" and it always upsets me when someone will mention my work and say, Oh yeah, that's the guy that writes about fonts. I'm like, sure, fine.  (laughter) But I contain multitudes, damnit! 
Lucy Bellwood: Sure, I mean when was the last time that I went on a boat, you know? Too long ago, frankly... 
Robin Rendle: Right! Boat Lady! 
Lucy Bellwood: But my, uh, my brand, as they say is strong.
Robin Rendle:  I think there is encouragement. We are highly encouraged to make these boxes for ourselves. And I don't think it does us any service. I think it hurts us in the long run. 
Lucy Bellwood: Well, this all goes back to the online dating thing, right. Or the LinkedIn language thing.  The absolute collapse of meaning. I think I even did a Ramble about this a couple of weeks ago of how, like, yeah, I did. In fact, the last one that I posted was about this  , that it is just infuriating when you see a profile,  if you're on a dating platform and you run across someone you know in real life and their profile-- that can go any number of ways. Sometimes it's horrifying. Sometimes OkCupid is like "95% match!" And you're like, this person is my enemy. I don't think you understand. And they're like, yeah, but maybe your enemy who you hur hur hur you're like, no, no, absolutely not. 
Robin Rendle: This person likes Tenet, but they are cute. 
Lucy Bellwood: I'm the protagonist.  (laughter) You see a profile and you're like did a robot write this? This is not my friend. 
Robin Rendle: This is what, going back to language, and holding a fish, is when you go to someone's website, mine does this too, and it really annoys me. 
Lucy Bellwood: Your fish?
Robin Rendle: I am holding a very small, boring fish on the homepage of my website, where it is like, my name is X. I am from blah. Yada, yada, yada. But it could be weirder. It could just jump into things. I don't know how to figure that out. How do you introduce yourself without saying  I am Font Gentleman?   
Lucy Bellwood: I had read this essay  in Katie West's collection Better Than IRL, which is a bunch of essays about the early internet and community , and there was a piece in there that really stood out to me that I thought was absolutely magnificent. And I found the guy who wrote it and I sent him an email because I think this is the question that I've been chewing on all year  what counts as tactile feedback online? And it's not likes and faves and retweets. It's not two-word comments being like, congratulations. Great job. It's people giving you context for their experience and allowing you to have context. I think that's what it comes down to. And I don't actually know that I've managed to say it that way before, which is helpful. 
Robin Rendle: I think the interesting thing is with the Twitter, it's very easy to measure success. It is retweets and likes. And if you're not getting retweets and likes , you will not feel successful. We are encouraged to be more and more like the cool kids in the class. And that I think is what creates that kind of conformity, both with language and personality. 
Lucy Bellwood: This is what I was going to say earlier, when I was thinking about this, this is maybe like an obvious thing that everyone understands, but I really feel like a couple of years ago it became clear to me that I was like, Oh, clothing stores are catering to a particular kind of person. I grew up largely shopping at thrift stores, and as I've become an adult who occasionally has disposable income to buy clothes that are not used, I have found myself continuing to go to thrift stores because the experience of going into a store is like, if you walk into The Gap, every photograph of a model, every article of clothing on a stand is assuming that you are aiming to look like a Gap Person. And if you don't look like that, or you don't want to inhabit that style, you will feel a form of dysphoria while you're in there. And what I like about going to a thrift store is that you are presented with this enormous smorgasbord of messy nonsense and you comb through it and you walk around and you're not really thinking about much of anything. And then you get to the dressing room and you look down and you're like, Oh, that's my style! Presented with an infinite canvas of mess, here is what I chose. And sometimes the information that you glean from that is like, Oh yeah, I do have a propensity to buy Brand X of clothing. But I think that discrepancy is-- you want to give the people as much to choose from as possible. And that's what an independent web can offer us is the thrift store experience where rather than just being like, okay, well, I guess if I don't  follow the script to be good at Twitter...
Robin Rendle: RIght 
Lucy Bellwood:  And there are different flavors of good at Twitter. And I think there are people within my weird subcultures who I'm like, you're good at Twitter because you just tweet really interesting poems or you're good at Twitter because you boost mutual aid networks in a way that feels manageable and engaging and fun.
Robin Rendle: I think it's because you are just microblogging, to some degree.
Lucy Bellwood:  I want to unpack this because I'm not being falsely modest when you're like, "You're good at Twitter" and I'm like, "Oh, I don't feel like I am." I understand that I have a skillset there, but I would say that for me being good at Twitter feels like being authentic. And  I do not feel like I'm currently able to be as messy or authentic or goofy as I would like. 
Robin Rendle: You mean on your own website or on Twitter? 
Lucy Bellwood: On Twitter. The other day I was, if you must know, singing very loudly to a song off the Muppets Most Wanted soundtrack in my kitchen. I know all of the lyrics too I Can Give You What You Want now and I sing it real well.  If there is a world in the future where we ever get to do karaoke, I have not liked karaoke historically, but I would make an exception for that song.
Robin Rendle: And now begins our Muppets section of this podcast. 
Lucy Bellwood: Yes, commence... 
Robin Rendle: ...commence...
Lucy Bellwood: Muppets. It's a better movie! It's a better movie than the first one. It's so much better. Okay. But  I was dancing around and singing and I was like, you know, this, I would do well on Tik Tok. (laughter)  I think when I stop and I look at the particular skillset I have of being a human Muppet. And I look at the internet, there is a degree of success that people can achieve on the internet by simply being willing to look the fool. And I will say that if there's one thing I have grown very good at in my life, it's being willing to look like an idiot. And I don't like that thought because it's predicated on this idea of  I could go to New Platform X and I could achieve some degree of notoriety, but there is a, to quote another song from the Muppets Most Wanted, there is an element of dance, monkey dance in that.  I both want to be a goof and to give other people joy from being goofy. And I also don't want to feel like I'm just goofing for the likes.  (laughter) Is a sentence I just said. 
Robin Rendle: I want that on a t-shirt. 
Lucy Bellwood: You're a man who owns a baseball hat with "tech daddy" written across the front of it, so I kind of feel like you could go for a match set. 
Robin Rendle: Goofing for the likes. 
Lucy Bellwood: I don't wanna do it. 
Robin Rendle: That's the name of this episode.
Lucy Bellwood: Hey, we're doing it! We've joked about recording a show called I'm Sorry, You're Welcome for so long and it's finally happening. 
Robin Rendle: There's someone I know, tangentially, a colleague of the internet, and this person is very successful on Twitter and very successful on Tik Tok and very successful on Instagram. But on each of these platforms, this person completely changes their identity . And there's something very sad about that to me. I don't know why.  I mean, if you're successful, that's fine. If that's what you see as success. They'll get more success in a day from Twitter than I ever will in the rest of my life. 
Lucy Bellwood: You keep using the word success and what does that mean for you? What feels like success for you? 
Robin Rendle: I've been thinking a lot about this lately. I mentioned it on my  blogosphere the other day, but I was rewatching, I hope I don't goof his name, Maciej CegÅ‚owski, the Pinboard chap? The guy that runs Pinboard? He did a talk at XOXO in 2015, maybe?  He said that basically, if what you see as success as just money, it's very easy to count success. It is very easy to know when you are successful. 
Lucy Bellwood: Yeah. 
Robin Rendle: And I feel like I've never been that person.  Success to me is this much harder thing to grasp. It shouldn't be likes and retweets, which is why I kind of stay away from Twitter a little bit now. But it is bouncing into very smart people like yourself. You're welcome.  
Lucy Bellwood: No, you're welcome.  (laughter) 
Robin Rendle: And I'm sorry. My blog is basically a tool to make friends, that's kind of how I see it. 
Lucy Bellwood: Mmmm! 
Robin Rendle: It sounds very cheesy. Extreme cheese. 
Lucy Bellwood: I love it. This is the part of the podcast where we talk about cheese!  (laughter) 
Robin Rendle: Swiss. I don't know anything about cheese. 
Lucy Bellwood: Emmentaler. 
Robin Rendle: You're a cheese expert I can tell. So that's kind of how I see it is that my site is a tool to generate friends, not to generate leads for a business. I know that is different for a lot of people.  
Lucy Bellwood: Okay. So this is the thing that I keep coming back to is who has the privilege of being able to do weird shit or think about systems of values or think about systems at all and what is the work that people who do have that privilege can do to make it possible for more people to have that privilege. This is something that I'm starting to lean into and just stop feeling self-conscious about. I feel squirrely even calling myself a cartoonist because I feel like if you divide up what I spend my time doing over the course of a year, very little of it involves drawing comics. And a lot of it involves this kind of stuff. And for whatever reason, people like this kind of stuff, and friends will say kind things about the way that I think about the medium or the way that I think about this particular corner of my creative practice or whatever , that record of my becoming has value for other people. We joke about this, you're not a thought leader per se, but you're also somebody who is in a position to be thinking on a meta level about what the deal is with everything right now. And it's not just look at this cool thing. It's why is this cool thing the way that it is and how could it be different? And what about this and what is this other thing doing? 
Robin Rendle:  I wanna point at this thing, but then like, why am I pointing at it? 
Lucy Bellwood: Yeah. And I guess in a success measuring kind of way, it used to be, I went back and read a year-end recap post of mine from 2014/2015. And at the time I remember I was really obsessed with tracking how many pages of comics I drew per year. And my goal was to keep making that number higher. I was trying to clear a hundred pages a year. And I don't think I ever quite got there.  I guess technically doing the Hundred Day Project for Demon Dialogues kind of counts, but that was single panel comics so my brain wants to be like, no, it doesn't, it's not real. If you don't do multiple panels per page, I don't know. But that was what I was obsessed with at the time. And again, like money was a number and it was easy to track a number. And the thing that is becoming clear as I advance in my career is that it's, it's the friends we made along the way. Right?  How many people am I able to connect with on an authentic level and share a corner of my world and have them share a corner of their world and how can we make each other feel seen? And there's all this other stuff that is more interesting to me, but so much harder to track.
Robin Rendle: Yes. 
Lucy Bellwood: And I am trying to learn how to trust that as a valid output, I guess, as a valid career path, like what career do you even call that? If it's not Internet Thought Leader? because nobody wants that. You just want a cleverist, right? You want to be a cleverist. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. I would like to be smort. Yeah, I think there is some degree of obsession with counting numbers and adding up metrics. And wanting to see progress. There was this book I read  as a young lad  when I was learning about typography and it was like the second or third book I read about book design and it's called On Book Design by Richard Handel and, um, 
Lucy Bellwood: A rhyming relative.
Robin Rendle: There is--yes. In this book, what happened is he would, he would interview book designers and then talk about how they came to this particular design of book covers specifically, but also the insides of the book, like, what fonts we're using, line height, yada yada, what page type feely stuff are we doing? 
Lucy Bellwood:  Love me a good page type feely stuff .  
Robin Rendle: He kept coming back to this phrase, which really upset me, which is whenever it came to a point where like, how do we design a book? That was the question that kept coming back through this whole book, instead of saying, okay, what you need to do is you need to learn this and then you need to learn this and then you'll be successful. 
He said, it depends. And he constantly kept saying it depends. I was like, no, I bought this book because I want answers, you jerk!  (laughter) Give me the book design magic, gimme the juice! And now looking back, I'm like, Oh yeah, it, it all depends. It's the most infuriating answer, but it's the only right one.
Lucy Bellwood: It's a very therapisty kind of vibe, right? What do you think it is? You're like, no, I didn't come here for this. And they're like, you literally did. You're paying me $90 an hour to be here for this. And I'm like aah, no! 
Robin Rendle: Yeah. There will be no moment where you feel successful and if you do it will--this is goth as hell, so you're welcome--but it won't last long. And if it does last, that might be a problem.  I feel at least with me when the Newsletters essay did kind of well, it is very easy to sit back and go, yes. Look at me sitting on my throne, how brilliant I am.
Lucy Bellwood: My throne of pageviews.
Robin Rendle: And I think it's really dangerous. It's really dangerous to rest on your laurels.  The next thing has to be weirder and better in its own way. 
Lucy Bellwood: And there's a pressure to do more of that thing. There are people out there, I'm sure you don't have this instinct, but I think we've pretty conclusively established that I'm a people pleaser and I want to give the people more of what they like, and sometimes that doesn't leave room for me to explore what I like?
Robin Rendle: Well, I think it's a different relationship that we have, is that you, you have Patrons. 
Lucy Bellwood: Thank you. Thank you all. Um, you're looking great today, really. Have you done something new with your hair? Of course you haven't. It's the quarantine. 
Robin Rendle: You look great. 
Lucy Bellwood: And so my relationship with things is very different. I don't care if I say something, and again, this ties into privilege and whatnot where there are a lot of times where I've been extremely vulnerable on my website to a degree where it might cause a problem for my employer or relationships I'm in or the FBI  (laughter) and if I was a freelance web designer today, I would be less inclined to write stuff like that in case a client saw it. 
Right. And this is the weird line I think, is that on the one hand I'm beating the drum of " Put your email on your goddamn website, you cowards, let me hire you", when I would give this lecture,  I would tell newer cartoonists: the internet makes everyone stupid. You go to somebody's website and you have to make it obvious how to contact you because people have a very, very narrow attention span on the internet. And so they will come to your website, and if it is not immediately apparent to them that you are a professional who is available for work, and here is how they can contact you, they will lose interest and go somewhere else and hire someone else. And that's not what you want as a freelancer. And so this is me running into conflict with 2015 Lucy who is tapping her heels and being like, what are you doing? Don't tell people to not be professional on the internet. But I think it can be both. I think it can be both. I started talking about this a while ago and I do want to finish the thought is that we were talking about how it can be kind of boring to just have a website that's like, hi, here's me. This is what I do. 
Robin Rendle: Yeah. 
Lucy Bellwood: But I do think, 'cause people send me Kickstarter projects sometimes and they're like, Hey, can you give me some feedback on this? Or can you give me some feedback on my Patreon page? And they've written up a perfectly adequate project description and done whatever, but there is no self within the presentation and the most common note that I give people is like, who are you?  Is there a person inside this machine? Is there a person behind this website? I would like to know them, please. 
Robin Rendle: Going back to  holding your fish.
Lucy Bellwood:  You don't wanna concealed carry your fish. You need an open carry fish license. 
Robin Rendle: If you go to Miss Piggy's Twitter account on twitter.com, going back to The Muppets here. Within one second, she says something along the lines of  "This is the Twitter account of moi." And I think about it all the time, because  just with one sentence, you're like, Oh it's Miss Piggy. 
Lucy Bellwood: Of course. 
Robin Rendle: Hell yeah. 
Lucy Bellwood: There's a woman with a brand. 
Robin Rendle: That is Miss Piggy. Great.  And I don't think I've got to this stage of being a writer where you can read a sentence and you're like, Ah, it's Robin. I don't think I've got that. I think there are people like Robin Sloan or Ali Smith or Jez Burrows and you can tell within a second, like, Oh, I know who this is, I don't need to know their name. I can sense that this is them. I think you can have a handshake of like, hi, my name is blah, and it be charming and sweet and it be weird and inviting and interesting and the carry your voice without it being bland "I work at the intersection of art and technology and I am a web designer. I'm a product designer living in San francisco. Yadda yadda." 
Lucy Bellwood: It's tricky like you have to look at a lot of websites. And I find myself taking notes and wondering  what feels different and also what feels authentic. I think this is a common problem. I remember talking to somebody else who had gone to Reed for undergrad as well. Their path had taken them in and out of academia, but then also doing nonprofit work and there was just this blend of practices and we were agreeing that it is a hard thing to be intellectually super hot for the ivory tower, but also (laughter)  totally unwilling to live your life in a way where you don't get to get your hands dirty in some way. I want to be shoulder deep in the muck of the world, but I also want to be having these big thinks about how it all works and what's going on. I am still really drawn to these more academic spaces, but there is a sweet spot, I think. 
And going back to like people writing about typography or writing about science, there was a lit theory class that I took in undergrad, which involved reading just the most obtuse bullshit week-in and week-out. And the one essay that I remember from that entire semester was written by a guy who was trying to explain a particular school of criticism based on a conversation he'd had with his daughter when she was like, five about whether or not Bilbo Baggins was a real person.  (laughter) And this conversation, the essay was funny and it was charming and it was human, but it was also an incredibly effective pedagogical tool for teaching people--and of course I've forgotten what the actual school of criticsm was. But! The point of it was she had read about China, but never been to China, and yet he assured her that China was real. So if she'd read about Bilbo Baggins, but had never met Bilbo Baggins what's to say that Bilbo Baggins is not a real person. 
Robin Rendle: Right. 
Lucy Bellwood: And that encounter was so human and it was so well presented and it was such a joy. And I remember reading it, you know, two-thirds of the way through the class and being, it could be like this, you know, it could be good and human and engaging and exciting and memorable. And what a shame, what a waste. Just to like bring it back around,  talking about that,  you remember the name of the website better than I do the weird shifting ocean one-- 
Robin Rendle: Schemas of Uncertainty. 
Lucy Bellwood: Schemas of Uncertainty! Which in and of itself like that is a thesis title right there.
Robin Rendle: It's great. 
Lucy Bellwood:  Because it was an academic project you sent me some snippet from it and you were like, what. What is this actually saying though? Like, what is this piece of verbiage? And I have that reaction sometimes and I doubt myself. I'm like, am I just being willfully dense here? Because I resent the complexity of this language? There is a way to be smart, and also to be humane. 
Robin Rendle: You can be smort whilst also being charming and dumb. We had a very long argument, semi argument about this, where I am particularly disdainful of that language. I think it is inaccessible. The kinda language you're talking about is like, nevertheless, hereforthwith. Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. And you have to do these gymnastics in your brain to figure out what someone is saying. And really what they're trying to do is they're trying to  dominate you in a way.  It is this way of saying, look at me how smart I am. Instead of like pointing at the thing it's pointing at me, pointing at the thing
Lucy Bellwood: Mmm!
Robin Rendle: I just want to be able to be a boy pointing at a--there's a joke in there somewhere, um the...
Lucy Bellwood: I'm just a boy pointing my fish... 
Robin Rendle: ...holding my fish... 
Lucy Bellwood: ...at a systems-wide concept...
Robin Rendle: ...pointing at a font, holding my fish.  (laughter) And yeah, I think a lot of people fall into that trap of trying to sound smart and by doing so they are just intimidating and actually being kind of dumb. The really hard thing is to break down a very complex thing into something very simple. The one thing I think about all the time is-- is it James Buck? The British documentarian.  Is it Burke? I think it's Burke. 
Some guy with some name made this documentary series in the seventies or eighties, and the way he outlines his argument is so straightforward and beautiful. He tackles all these complex subjects. And this goes back to what we're talking about in terms of identity and whether you're a Ship Lady and whether I'm a Font Boy. (laughter) 
Lucy Bellwood: Our superhero crime-fighting duo. 
Robin Rendle: He basically-- his entire shtick is there's no such thing as a subject. There is no such thing as subjects. There is no difference between agriculture and mathematics. There's no difference between English literature and going to the moon. They're all the same subject and the really smart folks blend those subjects together. And I think you do this. Specific specific specifically, you do this.
Lucy Bellwood: Thank you. 
Robin Rendle: C'est moi. And  I think all the people I really, really admire don't really see subjects as these "oh, I am a writer of this, I am a writer of that." They blend and mush and they make things complicated--
Lucy Bellwood: Yes! But without making them inaccessible. 
Robin Rendle: Yes. 
Lucy Bellwood: Yes! This is just a podcast where we say yes at each other very loudly and increasing levels of volume. Yes. 
Robin Rendle: Hold your fish, sir.  (laughter) 
Lucy Bellwood: I hold my fish, sir, but not at you, sir. 
Robin Rendle: I tip my fish to you, sir.  (laughter)  
Lucy Bellwood: Yes, I agree with that so, so strongly. God, I have strong feelings about it, but okay. The academia thing is really no different from the Twitter thing. Because when I look at my undergraduate thesis, which I have done since graduating, which was a thing that required a lot of bravery,  I wrote this fucking  hundred page document about measures of success and creativity in the internet age, and all the shit that I'm still on about , which is kind of wild to go back and look at it. Nothing has changed. I'm obsessed with the same things, I've always been obsessed with, that my parents taught me to be obsessed with, that I've been obsessed with since I was a kid. It's just that my thinking around it is changing. And I would say that my undergrad thesis was not as egregious as it could have been in terms of academ--academese?  But it absolutely falls prey to some of that.
And if you asked me why I was writing that way, it was because I was in undergrad and I was reading all of these academic texts and I was on the equivalent of Twitter for my subject being like, well, I guess if I want to pass, I'm supposed to write something that sounds like this. And I feel like the pleasure of having a self-directed career online for the last 10 years has been getting to build my voice in my own spaces. And it is interesting to me still, because now that I'm blogging more often, I'm way more morose, not morose, but melodramatic on my blog? I think my blogging, my professional blogging voice is actually very personable and chatty and playful and goofy.
Robin Rendle: Yes.
Lucy Bellwood: But it's been interesting to open up a space where I'm like, okay, you don't have to sell anything. You don't have to be like, everyone's pal, Lucy Bellwood, just write some feelsy bullshit about how much you love your hometown! 
Robin Rendle: It's not feelsy bullshit. 
Lucy Bellwood: Hey!
Robin Rendle: It's just, it is just you as a person. And sometimes you're sad, sometimes you're lonely, and those things are like viable subjects . So with Adventures, with this newsletter. I made a rule to myself at one point or another where I'm not allowed to be a bummer. I have to always be happy and charming, and I want it to sound like a small child walking through a museum, doing this with his arms.
Lucy Bellwood: It's the kind of elbow swinging maneuver going on here for those of you... visual description... 
Robin Rendle: A lot of elbow swinging. Wah-wee! Wah-woo! And that is somewhat limiting because there's some subjects I want to get into that are kind of dark. 
Lucy Bellwood: You ever see a font and just break down crying?
Robin Rendle: And brood.
Lucy Bellwood: You ever look at an ampersand and just weep, silently? 
Robin Rendle: Just clench your fist with rage?  (yelling) But at the beginning of Adventures, I would write these massive essays and they were ranty and  I was lecturing people and getting on my high horse. And we've talked about this a lot, cause it just plagues my nightmares ever since, which is someone I adore mentioned that it just doesn't sound like me. It doesn't-- my voice is different. And I think about that every single time I write now, I was like, does this sound like me? For those listening, a gigantic eagle just swooped through the landscape-- 
Lucy Bellwood: Plucked Lucy off the table and carried her off to sea! Enjoy Robin Rendle's new Patreon, I've bequeathed it to him.  (laugher)  Yeah, the whole time we've been talking, we're sitting under this enormous eucalyptus grove, surrounded by olive trees, and there is a red-tailed hawk that has been building a nest in the cypress trees right next to us. And it's just been flying back and forth this whole time, bringing sticks to its nest, which is pretty fucking cool. Good Lord, California. Alright, we're gonna wrap this up 'cause Robin has to go do his job and I have to go drive to Ojai. But thanks for indulging us on this experimental episode of whatever this is. Robin, what's your website? 
Robin Rendle: It is robinrendle.com. 
Lucy Bellwood: Great. People absolutely should not follow you on Twitter.
Robin Rendle: Don't follow me on Twitter. 
Lucy Bellwood: Or Tik Tok. 
Robin Rendle: No. Oh no. 
Lucy Bellwood: Defunct platforms only. You can follow Robin on Vine and, uh, I'll link to a bunch of stuff. I'm going to have to listen back to this, cause we referenced too many things. This is the one exception I make, is I do make lists of links when I have conversations with people. 
Robin Rendle: Footnotes are different though! 
Lucy Bellwood: Yeah, it's true. It's true. And it's there. If you want to check it out, it's not the point of the thing. The point of the thing is--  
Robin Rendle: You saying you're welcome and me saying, I'm sorry. 
Lucy Bellwood: Exactly. 
Robin Rendle: That's the point. 
Lucy Bellwood: Are you ready? 
Robin Rendle: Sure. 
Lucy Bellwood: You're welcome. 
Robin Rendle: And I'm very sorry.
Lucy Bellwood: Bye!
